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WHO WILL TAKE THE THRONE?
MEET THE 2019 FINALISTS

Welcome to the 2019 .eu Web Awards gala!

For the sixth year running, we are proud to bring you yet another inspiring and exciting .eu Web Awards gala to celebrate the very best of online success, and the people across Europe who have contributed to its creation.

On behalf of everyone at EURid, a big congratulations to our 2019 finalists for their exceptional work!

After the grand success of last year’s gala, we can’t wait to get started. Sit back, relax, and enjoy the show!

Feeling Green?

Add these fancy bags handmade from recycled promotional material to your collection of feel-good fashionables.

Borseggi is a Milan-based social co-op running a tailoring workshop at the Milanese Opera Prison.
Who will be the lucky winners?

Have a smashing evening
MEET THE 2019 FINALISTS

The Leaders
Named after the Greek God Hestia of the Hearth and Home, Estia bakery has stood strong since 1961, and models its values on the importance of providing customers with top-tier quality and freshness, to keep them coming back for more. Boasting ingredients locally sourced from the Mediterranean region, Estia Bakery distributes their aesthetically magical creations internationally.
Even in the darkest hours, Solis Lux will bring the light. With years of professional expertise in LED lighting, electrical installations and the newest smart home devices, Solislux.eu is the place to be whether you’re in Bulgaria or across the globe to brighten up your projects with a trusted and high quality partner.
ZABALA Innovation Consulting, the internationally powered consultancy company designed to make your innovation happen. Dating back to 1986, ZABALA Innovation Consulting was born with a strong European commitment and since then, guiding organizations to step into the future with its services, not to mention decades worth of expertise in helping you get the backing your projects need.
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Rising Stars
What’s that you say? 100% natural bee bread pastilles choc-full with vitamins, proteins, and amino acids? Not to mention good for boosting your energy and immune system? That’s right, with Beebite’s innovation, these little miracles contain a vast array of strengthening properties to help you restore your buzz through mental and physical exhaustion.
A company specialized in consulting services at home and abroad, Management Design Ltd. is armed with the latest project management techniques. With years of professional experience, they take innovative and vibrant management strategies to implementation based on a comprehensive arsenal of skills nurtured and honed by highly qualified specialists on the team.
Based in Barcelona and Prague, OCA Architects is an architecture practise composed of young architects, city planners, designers and artists with the skills and creativity to build the future. Social and environmental responsibility are the main driving force of its design philosophy while profitable solutions for their international clientele. In synchronizing art, contemporary lifestyle, and technological development OCA Architects aims to help improve the environment and the lives of people.
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Better World
With more than a decade of experience as one of Europe’s leading promotional green gift suppliers, Greengiving’s specialty in eco-friendly business gifts literally brings the best of nature to their customer’s doorstep, whilst simultaneously planting the seeds for a better, cleaner, corporate future.
Bringing innovative prefabricated building to reduce construction demolition waste, Re4 aims to introduce energy-efficient building with easily assembled and disassembled reusable structures to a home near you. This collaborative research project draws on the innovation and creativity of the best brains of their thirteen partner institutions from science and industry funded under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program under GA 723583.
Want to help make a better world with your organisation, but don’t know where to start? Meet Sympraxis Team: the veritable Jack-Of-All-Agencies, ranging from strategic consulting and stakeholder consultation, to project management and communication services. Backed by an impressively skilled and versatile network, Sympraxis Team will be the answer to your organisation’s sustainability ambitions, helping you make a difference to the environment and society.
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The Laurels
Aiming to demonstrate the viability of blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLTs) in traditional SMEs across Europe, the European Union’s Horizon 2020 project funds Blockchers as the most innovative program for startups in the blockchain scene to facilitate the European DLT revolution.
Study.EU is the European study choice portal, which provides comprehensive guides to help prospective students choose the perfect school. Boasting a vast database containing several thousand academic disciplines at the undergraduate, graduate/postgraduate and doctorate level at top universities in Europe, this portal is invaluable for comparing universities and study programs at home and abroad.
Created by a group of disability associations and hotel chains, and co-funded by the European Commission within the Erasmus+ Program, the Valueable network is the European network of socially responsible hospitality companies which include people with intellectual disabilities as trainees or workers. Valueable members hold the “Valueable-handing opportunities” trademark, registered at the European Intellectual Property Office. The Valueable network counts more than 100 members, from Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal, Spain and Turkey.
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House of .eu
The Green European Journal is Europe’s leading political ecology magazine. In print and online, it publishes articles which track political currents and ideas offering fresh perspectives and frontline analysis. Published in 21 languages since its foundation in 2012, GEJ collaborates with partners across Europe to connect new audiences and open spaces up for real debate. The spirit of the magazine is that of a broad conversation about political ecology and what it means for our society, today and for the years to come.
Take a breath and revisit your fondest memories with new eyes: EUROPE, OLD LOVE is the fascinating project run by Gute Zeit Film which collects analog 8mm films and reworks them with young authors to build a story around the context of the films. Hats off to the epically descriptive tale told in ‘Dream of Europe’!
Experience the colors and the flavors of the gorgeous Italia via Visit Italy, the number 1 guide for Italy. With this tool, get the best variety out of your holiday and bring your traveling dreams to life for an unforgettable adventure in one of the richest artistic heritage countries in the world.
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